
 

 

 

Abstract—In this paper, the recovery and purification of solution 

and leaching reagent by solvent extraction is studied. Reagents such 

as phosphoric acid that is recovered by alcohol, and its purification is 

performed by calcium chloride. Hydrochloric acid is recovered from 

the reaction of alkali chloride on phosphoric acid and sulfuric acid. 

The anion exchange method for its extraction is explained in this 

paper. Suitable extractor for recovering of hydrofluoric acid and 

nitric acid is amine and TBP. Several solvents which are mainly 

secondary and tertiary amines are used for water recovery by 

desalination method. Processes that are described here is proven 

technologically at least at pilot scale. 

 

Keywords—anion exchange, desalination, hydrochloric acid, 

phosphoric acid. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

HEN an exception occurs in recovery of metals from 

certain inorganic processes, indicate that Solvent 

extraction has been used. Furthermore although is spent 

optimally effort to combine suitable reagents for metals 

recovery, is Paied little attention to other things for special 

solvents. Perhaps one notable exception is costly work on 

modifying of special classification for solvents to extract in 

desalinating [3]. 

In one case from an executive methods which in it solvent 

extraction is essentially the separation procedure and also this 

fact that in the mineral processes one extraction phase that 

will always be pair, is an aqueous phase, Must be specified the 

variety of separation purposes [5]-[7]: 

-Separation of water from inorganic compounds 

In one specific case, this separation may be a desirable 

separation; Such as water desalination or transporting of water 

to concentrate aqueous phases. In other cases it may does 

inevitably transmission in Water Transmission between 

phases with transition of hydrated species such as acid or salt. 

For a certain kind of solvent, mutual mixture of water and 

solvent and the impact of other system combinations of liquid 
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– liquid extraction in this bilateral transmission occur in the 

Sensible value. Mutual mixing range of water - organic liquid 

systems is very broad. In one specific case, one solvent can 

solve more than its own weight of water that it is a lot of 

water. Coefficient of the solvent is based on the molar. The 

second phase as a solvent phase is difficult to diagnose [5]. 

-Separation between similar combinations 

This case can be demonstrated with an example of 

separation between acids or salts. There are processes that in 

them the main aim is this kind of separation; But usually there 

are the processes that involve such separation steps, 

essentially by the nature of the combinations in the aqueous 

phase. As a first way for the choice of solvent for the 

separation between similar materials, it is possible to know the 

solubility of inorganic combinations, particularly as hydrated 

species that can be used in various organic solvents. Second 

way is information of dissolved material distribution between 

an aqueous phase (containing only one dissolved material) and 

organic solvents which may be useful [7]. 

-Separation between dissimilar combinations 

This case is displayed with an example of the purification 

operation or recovery of valuable materials from the tailing 

stream. In all cases, regardless of the separation, the choice of 

solvent may require complex evaluation and thermodynamic 

factors using completely experimental method to identify 

practical limitations [6]. 

II. DISCUSSION 

In the inorganic Solvents processing perhaps the biggest 

attempt to bring up the solvent extraction as a means for 

separation, is carried out on the phosphoric acid. First attempt 

for separation of acid was direct extraction of generated 

combination from the encounter reaction between acid and 

phosphate rock. Next major effort for purification is 

traditionally called the wet process that was used for 

phosphoric acid. Regardless of phosphoric acid, in most 

materials, inapplicability can be attributed to economic 

conditions. Hence the price gradient is usually low for 

Inorganic Chemical materials and also solvent extraction 

operations include limited cost for each applied volume [1], 

[2]. 

Much effort has been spent on separation of salts from the 

brine. Here's one of them, is in direct competition with 

evaporation and economic issues again will be decisive. In 

one proposed process the liquid anion exchanger is used to 

convert sodium chloride to sodium bicarbonate and the 
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process has reached to the pilot stage. But yet due to 

uncertainty in economic issues related to auxiliary operations 

are not implemented [6]. 

Generally processes include an overview of their behavior 

and technological ideas. So the return transition has been 

promoted to an aqueous phase. Of course there are several 

developments based on the unique separation. Among these 

borate is separated from brine and
K is recovered with crown 

ethers. Mineral processes are generally identified with 

limitations in the amount of transfer steps required and thus 

are generated with a condensation fast gradient. As a result the 

recovery of processes is important [6]. 

The processes that will describe here, has been 

technologically proven at pilot scale, but all of them are not 

economically desirable. Although because of the low margin 

between the cost of raw materials and products, or due to the 

cost of ancillary operations, solvent extraction process itself 

consumes a little energy. 

1- Phosphoric acid production 

1-1- Using hydrochloric acid 

In the specific conditions it is possible to use hydrochloric 

acid instead of sulfuric acid, which is more desirable for 

leaching of phosphate rock. 

1-2- Using nitric acid 

One similar process using nitric acid was suggested. 

Because the calcium nitrate itself is one valuable byproduct, it 

is recoverd by crystallization. Thus the disposal necessity as a 

tailing brine is eliminated. 

1-3- Wet process for purification of phosphoric acid 

(obtained from the hydrochloric acid process) 

There are two direct derivations from the hydrochloric acid 

process: 

 Ι. A process that uses the calcium chloride and is applied in 

a closed circuit for the purification of phosphoric acid. In this 

method can be named the benefits of phosphoric acid selective 

isolation from cationic impurities using solvent extraction. 

Extraction can be done without the need to attack the rock by 

hydrochloric acid. Although several steps of evaporation must 

be taken to precipitate impurities from calcium chloride brine 

and it’s again concentration. Overarching theme of this 

process is shown in Fig. 1. 

Π. The second direct derivation is related to use a kind of 

solvent, especially alcohols for phosphoric acid extraction 

directly from wet process, but without adding calcium 

chloride brine as salting-out agent. Consequently, cationic 

impurities remain in the tailing flow of dilute acid that is 

applied to produce fertilizer. 

2- Hydrochloric acid production 

2-1- alkaline salts 

Because the alkaline chlorides is basic starting point for 

other alkaline salts, it is natural to examine possibility of  

production of this products with metathetic reactions and 

solvent extraction permeation. So sulphate and alkaline 

phosphates can be expressed as the following reactions: 

 
Fig. 1 Purification of phosphoric acid using calcium chloride brine 

 

 

 
These reactions are complete with this fact that the acidic 

salts of sulfate and phosphate are formed at a high acidity that 

is very desirable for the extraction of hydrochloric acid. These 

acidic salts should then be decomposed by the second cycle of 

solvent extraction. On the other hand byproduct of 

hydrochloric acid than phosphoric acid or sulfuric acid is 

volatile and hence can be separated with direct evaporation. 

Thus the need for liquid - liquid extraction to separate the 

potassium nitrate is essential. This transmissions 

physicochemically has been completely proven and their 

technological feasibility has been demonstrated in pilot scale. 

2-2- Anion exchange and production of sodium bicarbonate 
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from sodium chloride and carbon dioxide 

A process for the use of solvent extraction was proposed. It 

is a kind of anion exchanger to produce sodium bicarbonate 

from sodium chloride and carbon dioxide that produces 

hydrochloric acid as byproduct. This process involves two 

stages anion exchange as illustrated in the following reactions 

and one thermal operation as final reaction to complete the 

cycle. Am is indicative of amine and the lines that is above of 

formulas indicate the organic phase: 

 
3- Recovery of nitric acid and hydrofluoric acid 

3-1- Recovery of nitric acid and hydrofluoric acid from 

pickling of stainless steels pickling of stainless steels is carried 

out with a combination of nitric acid and hydrofluoric acid. 

With increasing of metal concentration, pickling operation  is 

reduced and is finally released in highest amount of  solution 

concentration. One solvent extraction method for the recovery 

of acids and metals (Fig. 2) was developed and became 

operational a few years ago. The process has called AX. 

 
Fig. 2 AX process for reproduction of nitric acid and hydrofluoric 

acid and recovery of metals from pickling solution                             

of stainless steel 

 

Similar procedures such as using of TBP extractor, that has 

been used in France for recovery of nitric acid from nickel 

sulfate solutions at pilot scale. Also a process has proposed for 

recovery of hydrofluoric acid using TBP extractor; The 

process is very close to the AX process and was registered in 

Japan. In this process hydrofluoric acid is extracted with TBP 

and then with washing of organic solvents by nitric acid to 

remove the extra hydrofluoric acid, solvent returns again to 

the cycle. 

3-2- Recovery of nitrate and nitric acid from effluents 

Nitrate is extracted with a solvent content of 5-10 percent 

secondary amine in kerosene aliphatic. During stripping, 

nitrate is stripped from organic solvent with a salt solution 

containing 15% potassium nitrate and 25% potassium chloride 

(by weight). After cooling potassium nitrate is crystallized and 

main solution is returned to stripping cycle. This process is 

shown in Fig. 3. 

  
Fig. 3 Recovery process of nitrate from effluent 

 

An experiment were carried out at pilot scale for removal of 

nitrate from waste water of cellulose nitrate plants in Finland. 

This experiment is a kind of removal methods of nitrate such 

as ion exchange and chemical and biological analysis; 

although the amount of recovery is not high. Recovered nitrate 

is obtained as product in form of potassium nitrate.  Also 

nitrate recovery from effluent of titanium leached solution 

using extraction by TBP was proposed. The flow sheet of this 

process is very close to the AX. In this process Nitrate as 

nitric acid is recovered at concentrates that are suitable for 

reuse in processing of titanium [4]. 

4- Water recovery by desalination method 

This process involves the transfer of water by extraction, 

followed by the release of water with rising temperature for 

separation of water. This process is an extremely artificial 

extraction for solvent and water as a function of temperature. 

Several solvents which were mainly secondary and tertiary 

amines were found and this process was technologically 

carried out at pilot scale. Flowsheet is shown in Fig. 4.  

Process economy depends on efficiency of heat transmission 

and the amount of transferred water per unit of solvent. Other 

factors such as the effects of residual of solvent in desalinated 

water and the loss of solvent in disposal brine should be 

investigated in the process. 
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Fig. 4 Desalination process to produce water 

III. CONCLUSION 

1- Calcium chloride is used in a closed circuit for the 

purification of phosphoric acid. In this method the benefits of 

selective seperation of phosphoric acid from cationic 

impurities using solvent extraction can be named. 

2- In the purification of phosphoric acid several steps of 

evaporation must be taken to precipitate impurities from 

calcium chloride brine and it’s again concentration. 

3- Using a kind of solvent, especially alcohols is suitable 

for phosphoric acid extraction directly from wet process, but 

without adding calcium chloride brine as salting-out agent. 

4- Hydrochloric acid is obtained from reaction of alkali 

chlorides on phosphoric acid and sulfuric acid, so acidic salts 

of sulfate and phosphate are formed at a high acidity amount 

that is very desirable for the extraction of hydrochloric acid. 

5- Water recovery by desalination method, is an extremely 

artificial extraction for solvent and water as a function of 

temperature. Several solvents which were mainly secondary 

and tertiary amines were used in this method. 
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